Effect of the combined treatment of albumin with plasma synthesised pyrrole polymers on motor recovery after traumatic spinal cord injury in rats.
Traumatic spinal cord injury (TSCI) is a health problem for which there is currently no treatment or definitive therapy. Medicine has explored therapeutic options for patients with TSCI with the aim to improve their quality of life. One alternative has been the development of biomaterials that offer neuroprotection or neuroregeneration of damaged nerve tissue. The microinjection of iodine-doped polypyrrole particles synthesised by plasma (PPPy/I) has shown neuroprotective effects that favour motor function recovery in experimental animals with TSCI. However, their ability to migrate into the tissue has led to the need to test a suspension vehicle that enables the concentration of particles at the site of injury. To achieve this, two biomaterials of PPPy/I (P1 and P2) were studied. The superficial physicochemical characterisation of the polymers was performed by infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and contact angle. The rheological performance under oscillatory shear rate of suspensions containing both polymers alone and in combination with bovine serum albumin was also studied. In vivo tests were performed on animals with and without TSCI that were microinjected with particles of P1 or P2 in suspension using a solution of rat serum albumin. Exposure to the protein solutions generates a protein multilayer on the surface of the biomaterials that can drastically change the behaviour of both P1 and P2, which led to severe repercussions in the in vivo assays. The results showed that surface chemistry plays an important role in the performance and that it is possible to treat TSCI with these materials. The interaction of the surface of materials PPPy/I.1 (P1) and PPPy/I.2 (P2) with bovine serum albumin (BSA) resulted in a series of changes in the surface chemistry of both biomaterials. The contact angle study (Fig. A) showed the presence of a critical BSA concentration ([BSA]c), in which a monolayer was formed on both polymers and then a stable protein multilayer, as evidenced by the establishment of a plateau in the determination of the contact angle. In vivo tests showed that this interaction may be beneficial in the treatment of traumatic spinal cord injury (TSCI), depending on the surface characteristics with or without rat serum albumin (RSA). The TSCI + P1 and TSCI + P2 + RSA groups obtained significant differences in functional recovery compared with the control group according to the Basso, Beattie and Bresnahan scale (BBB).